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Claudia Rossini aka YAMADA HANAKO

In the last few years, her artistic journey has focused on two main subjects: the photographic 

representation of Venice and the images behind female sexuality.

Born in Ponte dell’Olio in 1986, Yamada currently lives in Venice, where she studied Visual Arts 

from 2005 to 2011, graduating from IUAV and the Academy of Fine Arts. Since 2008, Yamada’s 

artworks have been exhibited through international festivals and institutions, including: Santorini 

Biennale of Arts; the House of Electronic Arts, Basel; Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Venice; the 

Biennial of Young Artists from Europe and the Mediterranean, Thessaloniki; MSGU Tophane-i 

Amire Culture Center, Istanbul; the Italian Embassy in Washington DC, USA; the GCAC Galleria 

Comunale in Monfalcone; the CRAF Center of Research and Photographic Archives, Lestans; the 

Fondazione March, Padua; and at Venice Film Meeting, Venice.

INFO

www.yamadahanako.org

multiyamadahanako@gmail.com

C.V.

Born in Ponte dell’Olio (Italy) in 1986.

She lives and works in Venice.

Education

2011 | VISUAL ART MA | IUAV - Faculty of Art&Design

Relators: Lewis Baltz, Antonello Frongia

2008 | PAInTInG&RESTORATIOn BA | Accademia di Belle Arti di Venezia

Awards

2011 | “VERY SMART AWARD” | Jarach Project | The Others Artfair | Turin

2009 | “QCOFFE FLASH” | Fondazione Querini Stampalia | Venice

2008 | “MOLESkInE PRIzE” 92.ma Collettiva Giovani Artisti | Bevilacqua La Masa

Selected exhibitions

2015

“THE TIME IS nOW” | Festival di cultura olivettiana | Villa Favorita | Ancona

“SOME LIkE IT WROnG” | curated by Giulia Casalini/CUntemporary | Genderotica festival | Rome

ID-entity | MARS | Milan

Viafarini VIR Open studio | Milan

2014

“THE TIME IS nOW” | Istituto Adriano Olivetti di Ancona

“SIFEST OFF” | Savignano sul Rubicone

“YOU ARE nOT WELCOME” | S.A.L.E. Docks | Venezia

“EVOLUzIOnE” | curated by Marco Tagliafierro | Spazio Monotono | Vicenza

“MOSTRA DI FInE ATELIER” | curated by Rachele D’Osualdo

Fondazione Bevilacqua La Masa, Venezia [Catalogue]

“LA GOnDOLIERA” | Jarach Gallery | Venice [Personal show; catalogue]

http://www.yamadahanako.org/
92.ma


2013

“STOnEFLY WALkInG WITH ART” | curated by Marco Tagliafierro

Fondazione Bevilacqua La Masa, Venezia [Catalogue]

“FAR FESTA - nUOVE FESTE VEnEzIAnE” | curated by Cake Away | Venice

“THE HUnDREDTH WInDOW“| Jarach Gallery | Venice

2012

“BLACk BOx” | curated by Florent Roultop | nofound photo fair | Paris

“SAnTORInI BIEnnALE OF ARTS 2012” | 

short video curator Tracey Holt Walkden [Catalogue] 

“ATEMPORAL” | critic text by Andrea Bruciati | Jarach Gallery | Venice

“BYOB (Bring Your Own Beamer)” | a project by Rafael Rozendaal 

curated by Domenico Quaranta | Museo Pecci | Venice

“COLLECT THE WWWORLD. THE ARTIST AS ARCHIVIST In THE InTERnET AGE” 

curated by Domenico Quaranta | House of Electronic Arts | Basel [Catalogue]

“IO, TU, LUI, LEI” | curated by Francesco Ragazzi and Francesco Urbano

Fondazione Bevilacqua La Masa | Venice [Catalogue]

“PERSOnAL EFFECTS On SALE” | a project by Francesco Calzolari, David Casini, 

Viola Emaldi, Irene Guzman, Valentina Rossi, Marco Scotti, Sissi 

Esprit nouveau Pavillion | Bologna

“PLAY ME. PLAY LIST_1” | a project by Elena Abbiatici and Valentina G.Levy 

zAk Project Space | Castello di Monteriggioni

2011

“BIEnnAL OF YOUnG ARTISTS FROM EUROPE AnD THE MEDITERRAnEAn” 

Thessaloniky | [Catalogue]

“ART CROSSInG” | Unicredit | Embassy of Italy in Washington [Catalogue]

STUDIOVISIT.IT | Curated by Andrea Bruciati and Eva Comuzzi

GC.AC Galleria Comunale d’Arte  Contemporanea di Monfalcone

“COLLECT THE WWWORLD. THE ARTIST AS ARCHIVIST In THE InTERnET AGE”

curated by Domenico Quaranta and produced by LInk Center for the Arts of the 

Information Age | Spazio Contemporanea | Brescia [Catalogue] 

“95.MA COLLETTIVA GIOVAnI ARTISTI” | Fondazione Bevilacqua La Masa 

La Galleria di Piazza San Marco | Venice [Catalogue]

“VEnICE FILM MEETInG” | Multisala Astra | Lido di Venezia

AnGOLAzIOnI URBAnE - VERSO Un’OPERA COLLETTIVA”

curated by mestresweetcity | Forte Marghera | Venice

“BYOB” (Bring Your Own Beamer) | a project by Rafael Rozendaal

54th Venice Art Biennal | Internet Pavillion | Venice 

“DEberlusconizER” | curated by Domenico Quaranta | a web-project by Elisa Giardina Papa, 

Fabrizio Giardina Papa, Giovanni Salerno and Floriano Lapolla

“QUOTIDIAnA 2011” | curated by Teresa Iannotta and Federica Schiavon

Palazzo Trevisan | Padua [Catalogue]

2010

“MY FAVOURITE THInGS” | curated by Sottobosco

Galleria Contemporaneo | Venice [Catalogue]

“REAL PRESEnCE 2010” | curated by Dobrila Denegri and Biljana Tomic

Belgrade Heritage House | Beograd

SOUVEnIRS | Art&Co | fondazione march | curated by Chiara De Cristan

Villa Contarini Padua [Personal show; catalogue]

“In BETWEEn ARADA TRA” | curated by Chiara Vecchiarelli for Antoni Muntadas 

workshop  | MSGU Tophane-i Amire Culture Center | Istanbul [Catalogue]

2009

“RODEO#9 - POST VERTIGO VIRGInS” | Blauer Hase project | Palazzo Carminati Venice

“InTERnATIOnAL PRIzE LA COLOMBA” | Ex Casino di Commercio | Venice [Catalogue]

“REAL PRESEnCE 2009” | curated by Dobrila Denegri and Biljana Tomic 

MkM | Beograd

“myFolder” | curated by Elisa Lampariello | fondazione march | Padua

“VEnEzIA_ATLAnTE” | Fondazione Querini Stampalia Venice [Personal show]

“BLACkOUT DREAM” | curated by Maria Luisa Frisa | Fondazione Buziol | Venice

“OPEn#1” | Magazzini del Sale | Venice

2008

“92.MA COLLETTIVA GIOVAnI ARTISTI” | Fondazione Bevilacqua La Masa 

La Galleria di Piazza San Marco | Venice [Catalogue]

“OCCHI nUOVI” | curated by Guido Cecere | Center of Research and Archiviation of 

Photography | Lestans [Catalogue]

G.Levy
STUDIOVISIT.IT
GC.AC
95.ma
92.ma


Publications

interview ATPDIARY.COM | 2015 

review ARTRIBUnE.COM | 2014

interview ARTSLIFE.COM | 2014 

artwork CORRIERE InnOVAzIOnE - Corriere della Sera | 2013

interview PIzzADIGITALE.IT | 2013

interview PROGETTO MARzOTTO | 2013

interview ASkInG ABOUT ART self-publication by Vavarella&nordio | 2012

artwork MY TRAnSnATIOnAL DIALOGUES MAGAzInE | 2012

artwork SETTE - CORRIERE DELLA SERA | 2012

interview DUSTMAGAzInE.COM/BLOG | 2011

artwork T-ARTETATIn.COM  | 2011

artwork PAESAGGIO - APE self-publication by Blauer Hase | 2010

artwork YOUnG BLOOD 2008 

Annuario dei giovani talenti italiani premiati nel mondo| next Exit Edizioni | 2009

artwork UnA STORIA DIPInTA - Il porto di Venezia | Gg Gallery Edizioni | 2009

Workshops & Residencies

2015 | STUDIO VIR VIafarini-in-residence | Milan

2013 | ATELIER FOnDAzIOnE BEVILACQUA LA MASA | Venice

2012 | EUROPEAn ALTERnATIVES’ TRAnSATIOnAL DIALOGUES PROJECT: CHInA

curated by Luigi Galimberti Faussone | Bejing and Shanghai

2011 | FOnDAzIOnE SPInOLA BAnnA PER L’ARTE | Artist Master Leigh Ledare | Turin

2010 | PHOTOGRAPHY In THE AGE OF InTERnET | Artist Master Yeggaranga nayakamani 

curated by Spazio xYz | Fondazione Claudio Buziol | Venice

2010 | REAL PRESEnCE 2010 | curated by Dobrila Denegri and Biljana Tomic | Belgrade

Artfairs

2013 | Fuoribiennale | ArtVerona | Verona

2012 | Jarach Project | Roma Contemporary | Roma

2012 | Jarach Project | MiArt | Milano

2011 | Solo exhibition in Jarach Project | The Others Artfair | Turin

2011 | Jarach Gallery | ArtVerona | Verona

Lectures

2013 | Orient Express, a cura di Giada Pellicari & ElisaFantin/Cake Away | Venezia 

2013 | Visual Arts workshop, Master Adrian Paci, IUAV | Venice

2012 | 19th Course for curators of artistic events | portfolio presentation | A plus A Slovenian 

Exhibition Centre | Venice

2012 | Plat(t)form | portfolio presentation | Fotomuseum Winterthur CH

Collections

Her artworks are in numerous private collections

including that ones of UniCredit Bank and of Smart Gmbh.

Archives

Fondazione Bevilacqua La Masa

Viafarini DOCVA

www.italianarea.it

www.artfacts.net

http://www.italianarea.it/artista.php?artista=RSSC&let=
http://www.artfacts.net/en/artist/claudia-rossini-330184/profile.html


StAtEMENt

The name Yamada Hanako (for females), is used primarily in Japan to refer to a completely 

average person, typically an average Japanese woman. As John Smith, it can be used both to 

give the image of a hypothetical “completely average person” or to describe an existing person.

“The inventory started in 1839 and since then just about everything has been photographed, or 

so it seems.” Susan Sontag’s assertion (1973) now seems truer than ever. Where the industrial 

society broke off, the information society has stepped in, completing the transformation of its 

citizens into “image junkies”. So what scope remains today for those who wish to manifest their 

vision of the world? 

Claudia Rossini seems to have found the answer in archives. For her, collecting, selecting and 

organising represents an effective alternative or a constructive prelude to taking up her camera. 

An effective alternative because her gaze, no longer conveyed through an image, can emerge 

in the interstices of the gazes of others. Cruise in Venice (2008) is an installation that gathers 

100 photographs downloaded from the internet, taken by tourists from the bridge of cruise ships 

moored in Venice. Similarly, Home Sweet Home (2009) gathers 100 shots of domestic interiors 

that only at a closer look transpire to be those of chichi “dolls houses”. A constructive prelude, 

because at times the interstices of what has already been photographed reveal openings onto 

what still can and should be photographed. Ambiguous Hour (2009) is an installation that docu-

ments that hour when the clocks change, based on shots taken by twenty four webcams, one 

for each time zone. In Venice Atlas (2009), fifty locations around Venice are photographed 

from above, from four different points. Another opening can come from intentionally embracing 

repetition, the conventional gaze: this is what Hanako does in (Reading Venice) Hic Requiescet 

Corpus Tuum, shooting every street in Venice from each end, in the light of day, without people. 

Venice is captured as everyone has already seen it.

[Art critic and curator Domenico Quaranta for the catalogue of the exhibition “Collect the 

WWWorld. The Artist as Archivist in the Internet Age” at LInk Center for the Arts of the Infor-

mation Age]

We look for beauty everywhere - the words that open the flow of the blog [N-Tupla] - this is 

the key. That verb to seek, in a form between the collective and the impersonal, expresses the 

artist’s statement. Claudia Rossini is not an explorer or a romantic flaneuse, which is invested by 

the feeling of the sublime, but she acts rather as a search engine. A provision almost mechanical 

regulates the flow of information, making a selection. The artist doesn’t limit herself to the col-

lection, but in her turn she  methodically reconstructs the material according the layout of  her 

standard format.

[Curators Francesco Urbano & Francesco Ragazzi]

I asked to some people to speak about my work and to record themself trough the webcam: see 

the video on www.yamadahanako.org

http://www.yamadahanako.org/


ARtWORKS



WEbCAM gRRRLz 

2014 - in progress.

The word “camgirl” is used for women who earn money by broadcasting, entertaining, 

and performing on webcams either from homes or studios. A webcam model often 

performs sexual services in exchange for money or goods, without physical contact 

with the client.



ALIAS

2014

100 digital photos A4 sizes

cm 220x320

ed. 1 + 2 A.P.

In signal processing and related disciplines, aliasing is an effect that causes different signals to 

become indistinguishable (or aliases of one another) when sampled. It also refers to the dis-

tortion or artifact that results when the signal reconstructed from samples is different from the 

original continuous signal. When a digital image is viewed, a reconstruction is performed by a 

display or printer device, and by the eyes and the brain. If the image data is not properly pro-

cessed during sampling or reconstruction, the reconstructed image will differ from the original 

image, and an alias is seen.





tHE KEY

2014

digital print mounted on wood, diptych

cm 200x300x50 each element

ed. 1 + 2 A.P.

The cryptography is essential for the control of the copyrighted material, and in general of all 

the digital data related to legal issues: without a key, the conversion of information from appa-

rent nonsense to a readable state is impossible.

The title refers also to a 1983 Italian erotic film directed by Tinto Brass, based on a novel by 

Jun’ichiro Tanizaki and set in Venice during the Fascism.







LA gONDOLIERA 

co-author gondoliera Alex Hai

2013-2014

20 color photos cm 45x45, 

Fine Art print on Hahnemuhle PhotoRag 308 paper ed. 3 + 2 AP

1 B&W photo cm 110 x 140; 

Fine Art print on Verona natural White 240 paper ed. 3 + 2 AP

1 sculpture composed by the first iron (dolphin) of the gondola of Alex Hai, ed. unique

Artist book 105 pages cm 30x30 cm, ed. 55, numbered and signed (private preview: website 

reserved area)

Black Box catalogue published by Flaneur&Dust, with 5 poetries by Alex Hai, ed. 110, signed

The story of Alex Hai, an eclectic artist, is a biographic vicissitude that seems a lite-rary or ci-

nematographic experience: his is a culmination of life and research, which is made concrete 

by his meeting with the versatile artist Yamada Hanako.

[...] The signs that connote Alex Hai and  Yamada Hanako’s project are imbued with the aware-

ness of the obsolescence of decadence, but also of the artistic excellence of the sources ex-

amined; in any case, they do not allow themselves to be poisoned by death: documenting the 

tenuous reflection of the city inscribed in the mirage of the lagoon, they express a lucid aware-

ness of which was the City, and which was the Shadow. These same signs intend to exist in the 

present, not due to the inertia of indifferent listening, but for cultural and civic responsibility, 

typical of subjects who find themselves operating in a context and on a horizon that is not the 

most reassuring; and as such, they can only posit the reasons for their dissent. If something 

useful and valid has been born and nurtured in these years, it is the consciousness of having 

captured here, now and immediately, the possibility to trust the process: process meant as 

dispute, and knowing how to accomplish this. The dispute will revolve around the identifica-

tion of the instruments of language, and according to its disposition. Perhaps this is the only 

remaining form of protest against a society that risks losing its taste for change and marvelous 

transformations.

[from the preface by Marco Tagliafierro]



tHE StORY OF A SECREt LOVE 

(LOVERS CANNOt SEE tHE PREttY FOLLIES 

tHAt tHEMSELVES COMMIt) 

2013

cm 140x110x10

leather, plexiglass, mirror

ed. unique

The artwork assures about a secret love affair, which cannot be revealed to anyone. It consists 

of a text in braille on leather and of a reflecting surface, set up perpendicular to the wall with 

window hinges. As you can not be blind and sighted at the same time, you cannot fully know 

what two lovers live, but only perceive its incommunicability.

The experience of the artwork is in the intuition and  imagination of its signification.

The sub-title is a quote from “The Merchant of Venice” by William Shakespeare.



StREAMINg_bED

2013

performance

artist’s bed, computer, 2 digital projector, 3 webcams, internet connection 

A performance, an evening, a stream - that is, the night-time conversation on the bed in the 

form of  videos and music between the artist and the curator Giada Pellicari, projected on the 

wall and simultaneously filmed with two webcams and spread on streaming.



IN A FREE SOCIEtY EVERYONE WILL bE gAY

2013

video, color, live sound, 30’, loop

Video footage composed by fragmnets of videos downloaded from YouTube about some par-

ties made on the decks of the gay cruise ships, projected on the wall during a live concert.



PARLAMI D’AMORE MARILYN

PARLAMI D’AMORE LINDA

2012 - series in progress

1 lambda print and 1 ink-jet print on paper between 2 glasses, framed

cm 70x100 every element

ed. unique

An exercise of militant erotic writing. The thing that you never think to when watch a porno-

graphic movie: the complete transcriptions of the dialogues from the crucial movies “Deep 

Throat” (1972) and “Behind The Green Door” (1972) partially hide the still, photographed on a 

computer screen.





MORE PUSSY FOR EVERYbODY

2011 

web tool for self-censorship, a jpg file in various ratio, the word “pussy”

The DEberlusconizER is a web tool that replaces the images and words related to the Italian 

Prime Minister. The software subverts the media machine created by one of the most contro-

versial figures in Italian politics by reclaiming the space devoted to him and using it for new 

porpuses.

The DEberlusconizER is a project by Elisa Giardina Papa, Fabrizio Giardina Papa, Giovanni 

Salerno and Floriano Lapolla. The artists have been selected and invited by art critic Domenico 

Quaranta.

Today, most of the material on the web is composed both by amatorial images of cats and por-

nographic photos and videos: for some intellectuals, the Internet freedom structurally depends 

from our desire and possibility to share this kind of visual data.



N-tUPLE (PERSONAL NOtES)

a) website http://www.n-tupla.net/

dimensions variable

2010 - 2011

b) 9 duratrans print on lightbox 

30 x 40 cm each element

2011

ed. 1 + 2 A.P. 

“We look for beauty everywhere.

And often we spend time in this way,

without utility (the one that you like)

without utility (because it’s useless for us)”

[translated from the song “Bellezza”, Marlene kuntz]

A tuple space is an implementation of the associative memory paradigm for parallel/distributed 

computing. It provides a repository of tuples that can be accessed concurrently. As an illustra-

tive example, consider that there are a group of processors that produce pieces of data and a 

group of processors that use the data. Producers post their data as tuples in the space, and the 

consumers then retrieve data from the space that match a certain pattern. This is also known as 

the blackboard metaphor. Tuple space may be thought as a form of distributed shared memory.

http://www.n-tupla.net




C2C (A bIg CLEAR DREAM)

2011

lambda print under plexiglass mounted on leger 120x80 cm

212 sheets of paper size A4

Ed. 1 + 2 A.P.

Smart Gmbh collection

The photograph of Yamada Hanako laptop on the bed of her lover, over the complete tran-

scription of their online chat between , from its start to the moment of the printing.



VOICEPRINt OF A LOVE CHAt AbOUt tHE DECISIVE MOMENt

2011

ink-jet print on diasec

cm 70x100

ed. 1 + 2 A.P.

Unicredit collection

The strictly confidential image file IMG_1505bw.jpg transferred from K.K. to Y.H. in a Skype 

chat and used as spectogram. The original photograph, never showed to the public, rapresents 

the acme moment of the loving intercourse between k.k. and an other lover of him. 

IMG_1505bw.jpg


HIC REQUIESCEt CORPUS tUUM

2011 - 2013

9 illustrated and different volumes, each one composed by 99 pages 

A4 sizes

ed. unique

A series about the cityscape of Venice: all streets photographed from the beginning and 

from the end of their length, absolutely without people. GPS and shoot time of every 

photo as caption. The title is from the apocryphal tradition about Venice history, its 

translation is “here your body will rest”.



VENICES

2008

50 digital photos each cm 10x15

cm 120x170

ed. 1 + 2 A.P.

Fake Venices from all the world, photographed by tourists and downloaded from the web, and 

only one is the original - try to find it.



INDEx 2008-2014

“WEBCAM GRRRLz”

2014 - in progress

“VEnETIAn BEDROOMS (In LOVInG MEMORY OF L.B.)”, 

2011 - in progress, 100 digital photos

“DFz (Default Free zone)”

2014, digital photo under plexiglass, cm 50x70

“ALIAS”

2014, 100 digital photos A4 sizes, cm 220x320

“THE kEY”, 

2014, digital print mounted on wood, diptych, cm 200x300x50 each element

“LA GOnDOLIERA”

co-author Alex Hai, 2013 - 2014, 21 Fine Art prints on cotton paper, 1 artist book

“THE STORY OF A SECRET LOVE 

(LOVERS CAnnOT SEE THE PRETTY FOLLIES THAT THEMSELVES COMMIT)”

2013, cm 140x110, leather, plexiglass, mirror, framed

“STREAMInG_BED”

2013, artist’s bed, computer, 2 digital projector, 3 webcams, internet connection

“In A FREE SOCIETY EVERYOnE WILL BE GAY”

2013, video projection, color, live sound, 30’, loop

“SOME LOVE AFFAIRS (MY BEDS)”

2013, 18 digital photos cm 10x15, framed

“PARLAMI D’AMORE”

2012 - series in progress, lambda print, a ink-jet print, framed, cm 70x100

“MORE PUSSY FOR EVERYBODY”

various co-authors , 2011, web tool for self-censorship 

“n-TUPLE (PERSOnAL nOTES)”

website 2010 - 2011, 9 duratrans print on lightbox cm 30x40 each element

“STRICTLY COnFIDEnTIAL”

2011, diptych, lambda print under plexiglass, cm 30x40 each element

“C2C (A BIG CLEAR DREAM)”

2011, lambda print under plexiglass cm 120x80, 212 sheets of paper A4 sizes

“VOICEPRInT OF A LOVE CHAT ABOUT THE DECISIVE MOMEnT”

2011, Ink-jet print on diasec, cm 70x100

“HIC REQUIESCET CORPUS TUUM”

2011, 9 volumes of 99 pages A4 sizes

“13 VIEWS OF VEGA”

2011, co-author Valentina Ciarapica, 13’ hd color/sound

“AUDIORAMA”

2011, co-authors Elisa Calore and Sergio Ratti, 17’06” track for the radio

“*”

2009-2011, 300 digital photos cm 10x15 each, in 24 frames or in a box

“FROM THE SECRET DIARY OF Y.H.”

2010, 8 ink-jet on papers A4, framed 

“LAnDSCAPE In TExT FORM”

2010, ink-jet print on paper cm 29,7 x 168



“AMBIGUOUS HOUR”

2009, 600 digital photos cm 10x15 each, matt digital print on paper

70x100 cm ink-jet on paper, 1 archive box

“HOME SWEET HOME”

2009, 100 digital photos each 10x15 cm, framed or in a box

“VEnICE_ATLAS”

2009, 40 digital photos cm 15x30, lambda print on dibond

“VEnEzIA_PADOVA”

2009, 100 digital photos cm 10x15 each, in a box

“TIPOLOGIE ABITATIVE ITALIAnE”

100 digital photos printed on trasparent pvc cm 13x18 

“SOUVEnIRS”

2008, 99 digital photos and texts cm 10x15

“VEnICES”

2008, 50 digital photos 10x15 cm, framed or in a box

“CRUISE In VEnICE”

2008, 100 digital photos cm 10x15, framed or in a box

complete archive on www.yamadahanako.org

ask me the password 

to access to the reserved area




